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In [4], Gorenstein provided a short argument that a minimal counter- 
example to Thompson’s N-Group Theorem must be either “quasi-thin” or 
“of uniqueness type.” In this note, we offer an even shorter proof that a 
minimal counterexample to the Odd Order Theorem of Walter Feit and 
John G. Thompson must have a “strongly p-embedded subgroup”. 
Only the brevity of the proof may be surprising. Certainly the thrust of 
Chapter 4 of the Odd Order Paper [l] is to produce far sharper unique- 
ness statements and it has long been clear that the difficulty of the Odd 
Order Problem resides in the fact that strongly p-embedded subgroups are 
far more intractable for odd primes p than for p = 2. However, in case this 
point has been missed by some and in the hope that someone will have a 
truly new and wonderful idea to treat strongly p-embedded subgroups, we 
offer the following result. 
PROPOSITION 0. Let G be a finite non-cyclic simple group of odd order, 
all of whose proper subgroups are solvable. Let p be the smallest prime 
divisor of IGI. Then G has a strongly p-embedded subgroup and G has 
p-rank at least 3. Conversely, suppose G is a finite group having a strongly 
p-embedded subgroup and p-rank at least 2, for some prime p. Then G is 
non-solvable. 
The principal ingredients in the proof are the Solvable Signalizer Functor 
Theorem, Alperin’s Fusion Theorem, and Glauberman’s ZJ-Theorem. We 
proceed in a short sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let x E G E GL( V) with V finite-dimensional over GF(p) and 
with G solvable and x of order p, the smallest prime divisor of IGI. Suppose 
further that dim C,(x) = 1. Then x $ G’. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on dim I’. If dim V6 2, then 
IGL(2, p)I forces G = (x) or p = 2 and G = GL(2,2). In either case, x $ G’. 
Thus we have dim V> 3. 
Suppose H = O,(G) # 1. Let IV= C,(H). Then (0)# W# I’. If 
dim W> 1, then 1 # X E G = GJCG ( W) and by induction, X $ G’, whence 
x$ G’. If dim W= 1, then W= C,(x) and setting P= V/W, we have that 
dim P> 1 =dim C,(x). Thus 
l#:&=G/C,(P) 
and by induction, 1$ cl, whence x$ G’. Thus we may assume that 
O,(G) = 1. 
As dim C,(x) = 1, we have that dim Vf p. Let q be a prime with 
Q = O,(G) and with [Q, x] # 1. If Q is non-abelian, then any faithful 
Q-module has dimension d > q > p. Hence Q is abelian. As x is fixed point 
free on Q1 = [Q, x], any non-linear GF(p)[Q, (x) J-module has dimension 
at least p. Thus dim V= p and V is an irreducible GF(p)[Qi (x)]-module. 
By Clifford’s Theorem, V is a direct sum of conjugate non-trivial 
Q,-modules. As q > p, all non-trivial GF( p)[ Q r ]-modules have dimension 
greater than 1. Hence, as p is prime, V is an irreducible Q,-module. As 
F(G) 5 C,(Qr), we see that F(G) is cyclic by Schur’s Lemma. Then G/F(G) 
is abelian and so x $ G’, as claimed. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finite group of odd order, all of whose proper sub- 
groups are solvable. Let p be the smallest prime divisor of ICI and suppose 
that x E G of order p with (x) x KE Syl p( C,(x)), where K is cyclic. Then 
x#G’. 
Proof. Let (x ) x KC P E Syl p(G). By Glauberman [Z], it suffices to 
prove that x 4 N,(Z.J( P))‘. Let N = N,(ZJ( P))/Op’( N,(ZJ( P))) and let 
REP with Op’(N,(ZJ(P)))R=Op(N). 
Suppose that V is a characteristic elementary abelian subgroup of R. Let 
m=N/C,(V). If xfl, then by Lemma 1, X$R’ and so x$N,(ZJ(P))‘. 
Thus we may assume X = 1. Then either x E I/E Z, x Z, or every charac- 
teristic abelian subgroup of R is cyclic. Suppose x E R. If x E V, one easily 
sees that either R E C,(x) or R is extraspecial of order p3 and exponent p*. 
If x E R - V, then R = E, * Ki, where K, is cyclic and either E, = 1 or E, 
is extraspecial of order p3 and exponent p. In any of these cases, as p is the 
smallest prime divisor of ICI, we see that N,(R)/C,(R) is a p-group and 
so N= Op(N) and XF$ N,(ZJ(P))‘. 
Thus we may assume that x$ R and so, by Philip Hall, R = E, * K, 
with K2 cyclic and E, extraspecial of exponent p. Let W = R/K,. Then 
Op’(N,(ZJ(P)))R = C,(W) and one easily sees that C,(x) has dimension 
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1. Then by Lemma 1 again, we have 2 4 ml = [ N/C,( W)]‘, and so 
x $ NOW(P))‘. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a simple group of odd order, all of whose proper 
subgroups are solvable. Let p be the smallest prime divisor of [GI. Then the 
graph r of commuting (p, p)-subgroups of G has no isolated vertices. 
ProoJ: If G has p-rank < 2, then, as p is the smallest prime divisor of 
ICI, it is easily seen that N,(R)/C,(R) is a p-group for every non-trivial 
p-subgroup R of G. Then by Frobenius, G has a normal p-complement and 
so is cyclic and so r is empty. 
Thus we may assume G has p-rank 2 3. Suppose V= (x, y) is an 
isolated vertex of IY Let Vc P, c P with P, E Syl p(C,(x)) and 
P E Syl p(G). 
As P has p-rank 2 3, we see that P contains a normal (p, p)-subgroup 
U. Let R = C,(U). If U = V, then a (p, p, p)-subgroup E of P must contain 
a (p, p) E0 with E, E R and E,, # V, a contradiction. Thus U# V and 
( Vn RI = p. Indeed, as C,(V) has p-rank 2, we have that C,( V) is cyclic 
and VnR=Q,(Z(P))GU. 
If x +! R, then P, = C,(V) = (x) x C,(V) with C,(V) cyclic. But then 
x $ G’ by Lemma 2, a contradiction. Thus (x) = sZ,(Z(P)) and, as V & R, 
we have [V, U] = (x). As x was arbitrary in V”, we see that NJ V) 
induces SL(2, p) on V, contrary to the fact that p is the smallest prime 
divisor of (GI. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a non-cyclic simple group of odd order and let p be 
the smallest prime divisor of IG[. Then G has a strongly p-embedded 
subgroup. 
Proof: If F*(M) = Op(M) for all p-locals M of G, then a standard 
argument using Glauberman’s Z&Theorem shows that for P E Syl p(G), 
M = N,(ZJ(P)) is a representative of the unique conjugacy class of maxi- 
mal p-local subgroups of G and so M is a strongly p-embedded subgroup 
of G. 
Henceforth suppose F*(M) = F(M) # O,(M) for some p-local M of G. 
Then the function 
via 
e(a) = Op’(G(a)) 
is a non-trivial continuous conjugacy functor in the sense of Gorenstein and 
Lyons [S]. By Frobenius, G has p-rank 2 3 and so 0 is complete by the 
Solvable Signalizer Functor Theorem 131. 
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Let PE Syl p(G) and let U Q P with U z h, x Z,. Let r be the graph of 
commuting (p, p)-subgroups of G, i.e., 
V(r)= {VcG: VrZ,xZ,) 
and 
Let r,, be the connected component of r containing CT and let W be the 
completion of 0 relative to f,. Then W # 1 and 
(1) N=N,(W)z (gEG:VgET(To) for some P’~“lr(f~)) and 
(2) Nz(~EG:E~Ec~(~~) for some EE&(~~)). 
In particular, we have 
(3) Nz N,(R) for all Rc P of p-rank 3 3 and 
(4) Nz N,( V) for all VS P with Vr Z,, x Z, and C,(V) of p-rank 
>, 3. 
Now suppose that R is an extremal subgroup of P of p-rank 2 (i.e., 
N,(R)~syl p(N,(R))), and let 1 #zESZ,(Z(P)). Let X= Op’(N,(R)). 
Either (z, R) = (z) x R has p-rank 3 or z E R. In the latter case, “balance” 
yields XS Y= Op’(C,(z)). Thus in either case X lies in an E-invariant 
p’-group Y, for some ES P with E z Z, x Z, x H,. Then 
Y,=(C.,(V): I/&E, IE: V(=p)rN. 
Let R, = P n Op’, p(N,(R)). Then NJ R) = XN,, where N, = N,(R) n 
N&RI). If R, has p-rank > 3 or if R, has a characteristic subgroup V with 
VE T(T,), then N, sN. If not, then we easily conclude that either 
R, Z’ Zp x Zp” or R, = E * K with K cyclic and E extraspecial of order p3. 
But then N, = (N, n X) NP(RI) E N. Thus N,(R)sN for all extremal 
subgroups R of P of p-rank k 2. 
Now let R be any non-identity p-subgroup of P. Then R has an extremal 
conjugate Rg in P and by Alperin’s Fusion Theorem, there is a sequence 
R 1 > .. . . Rk of extremal (tame) subgroups of P of p-rank 3 2 and a sequence 
of elements g, E N,( Ri) such that g = g, . ..g.. If NJ Rg) s N, then as gi E N 
for all i, we conclude that NJ R) E N. In particular, N,(R) c N for all 
R E P of p-rank > 2. 
It remains to show that C,(x) EN, where x is an extremal element of P 
of order p. As r has no isolated vertices, by Corollary 3, and as x is 
extremal in P, we have C,(x) of p-rank 3 3 and so Op’(C,(x)) c N. Again 
let R = P n Op’, p( C,(x)). Then 
C&J = OP’(G(X))(C&) n N,(R)). 
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As C,(x) has p-rank B 3, R must be non-cyclic. Then N,(R) E N by 
the above and so C,(x) c N. It follows that N is the desired strongly 
p-embedded subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that G is a solvable group of odd order and p is a 
prime divisor of IG(. Suppose that G has a strongly p-embedded subgroup. 
Then G has cyclic Sylow p-subgroups. 
Proof: Suppose P is a non-cyclic Sylow p-subgroup of G and P E M a 
strongly p-embedded subgroup of G. Let X= Op’(G). Then 
a contradiction. 
Now Proposition 0 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4 and 5. 
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